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Zain Ahamed

UI UX Designer | Web Developer

With exceptional skills and dynamic team player


awaiting to perform in the industry by bringing out the


innovation to a challenging position where my skills and


expertise will have valuable application

+94 76 386 2732 zainahamedux@gmail.com

Software Skills.

Programming Skills.

http://www.zainahamedux.com
https://wa.me/+94763862732
mailto:zainahamedux@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/zainahamedux/
https://dribbble.com/zainahamed/
https://www.instagram.com/zainahamedux/
https://www.behance.net/zainahamed
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Work Experience.

Jan 2023 - Present

User Experience Designer.
Calcey - Colombo

 Work closely with Customers, BA, and PM to understand the business requirement

 Produce and manage design assets for use of the development tea

 Creative design ability and good knowledge of UX design best practice

 Being knowledgeable and up-to-date on software development lifecycle and best practices• Take 

ownership of the UX development of an assigned projec

 Ability to create mock-ups, designs, and wireframe

 Provide time estimate

 Collaborate across design, engineering, and management teams within an Agile development 

environmen

 Strong end-user perspective and empathy when developing software application

 Willingness to learn the latest technology and UX trend

 Actively participate in requirement elaboration discussions and client meeting

 Translate complex product requirements into easy and intuitive user flow

 Develop, produce, and iterate wireframes, user flows, information architecture diagrams, and 

prototypes for both web and mobile experiences

March 2021 - Jan 2023

User Experience Designer.
CabbageApps - Colombo

 Create design concepts and drawings to determine the best produc

 Present product ideas to relevant team members for brainstormin

 Suggest improvements to design and performance to engineer

 Modify and revise existing designs to meet customer expectatio

 Consider comfort and usability when designing new product

 Contribute new ideas to help evolve the capabilities of the product

 Gather and evaluate user requirements, in collaboration with product managers and engineer

 Identify and troubleshoot UX problems (e.g. responsiveness, user-flow

 Produce high-quality UX design solutions through wireframes, visual and graphic designs, flow 

diagrams, storyboards, site maps, and prototype

 Providing advice and guidance on the implementation of UX research methodologies and testing 

activities in order to analyze and predict user behavio

 Create user-centered designs by understanding business requirements, the voice of the customer, 

user journeys, customer feedback, and usability finding

 Ability to work with minimum supervisio

 Strong communication skills to collaborate with various stakeholder

 Webflow - Working with Web Development Technology

http://www.zainahamedux.com


Work Experience. - CONTD..

July 2020 - February 2021

user Interface Designer.  | Co-Partner.
Fox Labs - Kandy

 Working with other members in-house creative team

 Creating flows, wireframes, and prototypes of varying fidelity that support user nee

 Create and implement interaction models and user interface specifications

 Define visual elements, product elements, and overall desig

 Combine creativity with an awareness of the design elements

 Communicate with clients to understand their business goals and objective

 Providing additional visibility to key features in a project utilizin

 Interaction focused design principles

 Contributing to not only UI Design, but also to some UX Practices when needed.

2018

Creative Designer.
Freelancing

 Experience in working with freelancing sites and handling clients

 Vast knowledge of design theory and skills

 Develop illustrations, logos and other designs using software

 Ensure final graphics and layouts are visually appealing and on-bran

 Understanding and interpreting client briefs

 Extensively using industry standard software such as Adobe Creative Suite. (Illustrator, Photoshop and 

etc.)

2017 - 2018

Graphic designer | Typist | IT Administrator.
AH Printers - Kandy

 Graphic Designing of flyers, leaflets, banners, visiting cards and other stationery designs

 Designing and Printing illustrations

 Maintaining and managing network, data and resources

 Software and Hardware upgrading based on the requirement

 Troubleshooting hardware, software, and network issues and doing services.
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Education.

2022 - Present

GOOGLE UX DESIGN Certificate
Online | Currently Following

2019 - Present

Pearson btec hnd in computing (Application development)
British College of Applied Studies, Kandy

 Hands-on experience in prototyping on C# and Axure R

 Expertise in Front end Web design and development with HTML, CSS and Bootstrap

 Expertise in Back end Web design and development with PHP

 Skills in programming languages – Java and Pytho

 Process-oriented database with MS Acces

 Intermediate Concepts on hardware and software in IT

2019

Graduated at high school - G.C.E. A/L - Physical Scence Stream
Matale Zahira College - Matale

2016

Graduated at Middle school - G.C.E. Ordinary Level
Wesswood College Kandy - Kandy
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Certificates.

2022

7-Day UX Course

 Certificate.

2023

Digital Skills:

User Experience.

2023

UX Design Essentials

 - Adobe XD.
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